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I. PREFACE

1. A Conference of Heads of State and Government of East and Central Africa

held in Kampala (Uganda) in 1967 requested the Economic Commission for Africa
(ECA) to identify areas for strengthening economic co-operation in the various

economic sectors: agriculture, industry, transport and communications, trade,
human resources' and energy; and to convene a meeting of all the Governments

concerned to examine the findings and recommendations.

2», The request, which is consistent with general^ United Nationsand EGA
policies for encouraging and strengthening economic co-operation in Africa, was

endorsed by the Commission at its eighth session ^resolution 176(VHl]/«
The Conference of Ministers at the tenth session of the Commission, held in

Tunis in February 1971, again called upon ECA to continue to strengthen
economic co-operation endeavours, and in particular to assist the inter-

governmental organizations in identifying their best opportunities for economic

co-operation ^/resolution 22l(x}7«

3« ECA, in co-operation with the Centre for Development Planning, Projections

and Policies (CDFPP) of the United Nations Secretariat, organized in 1968

an Eastern African _l/Team to prepare, within a ten-year perspective, a pro

gramme of action for sub-regional co-operation in industry, agriculture,

transport and communications, energy, human resources and trade* The United

Nations Industrial Development Organization (UKIDO), the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development, (UNCTAD), the Food and Agriculture Orga
nization of the United Nations (FAO) and the East African Development Bank

(EADB) supported the work and contributed staff members to the Team.

4- The Team's interim report was discussed at the Ministerial Meeting of

East and Central African countries held at Daj^sj^ala^ The main

recommendations of the Team were endorsed by'the Meeting and subsequently by

the Heads of State Conference held at Lusaka-i Further decisions in implementing

some of the recommendations were made by Heaa& of State Conferences at

^j&aFtQum*in™<4970 and,||o!^disci^JLn..lo'Jl,», 2/ The methodological aspects
of the Team's Report were discussed at the Third Conference of African Planners^

which met in Addis Ababa in June 1970* £/

if The Eastern African sub-region oomprises the following countries: Botswana,

Burundi, Ethiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Rwanda,

Somalia, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia*

2/ The current membership of the Conference includes Burundi, Central African

Republic, Chad, Congo (People's Republic of),iSg*sftsgfe&J^^
Gabon, Kenya, Malawi, Rwanda, Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, Republic of

Zaire and Zambia.•

i/ ECA» Report of .the Third Session of the Conference of African Planners,
20-29 May 1970, E/CN.14/481, E/CN.14/CAP.3/20, 29 June 1970, pp* 16

and 17s E/CN.14/CAP.3/9f E/CN.14/CAP.3/9a, and E/CK*14/CAP-3/l7.
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5* The Team's Report; in nine parts, l/ as well as a further elaboration
xn co-operation-and trade in agriculturi by ECA/fAO, 2/was issued in 1971.
The purpose of the Expert Meeting was to examine the. findings and recommenda
tions of the Study, and suggest further action to bo taken "by Governments
and international agencies. The United Nations Development Programme (UMDP)
and the United Nations Office of Technical Co-operation (UK/OTC), in close
collaboration with EGA. and C3PPP, were co-sponsors of the Meetings

i/ ECA/C3PPP, fcr^econondo development of fca,etsrn Africa

7™St7ec3714O, PartR™to"lf7i 1*~*

2/ ECA/FAO, Si1^
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II.

6. 'The Meeting x?as opened <at 3-30 p.'nu- on 1 November 1971 "by His Excellency

Ato Takle-Haimanot -Gebre-ifeiriam, Vice-Minister in the. Ministry of Commerce,

Industry and Tourism in the Imperial Ethiopian Government- The following

countries were represented: Ethiopia*. Kenya, Somalia, Tanzania, Uganda and

Zambia* A list of participants is attached. (Annex I)>. .- :

7. In his: opening statement,. H.E. Ato- Takle-Haimanot stressed- the importance

of co-opetfation in>infrastructure (transport and communications) not only ;.
for its own safce but also as a means of facilitating further co-operation

in other areas, such as trade, tourism (especially package tours) and indus
tries. He noted with satisfaction the recommendations of the Summit Con-

ference of East and Central African Heads of State and Government recently
held in Mogadiscio regarding co-operation in shipping and air transport, pointing

out that such co-operation, having already proved essential among developed

countries, was even more important for developing African countries.

8. He further empfcasized the basic role of standardization and the need

for machinery to ensure that the least developed countries in the sub-region

get a fair share of benefits achieved through economic co-operation. He

urged the adoption of measures to secure a more even distribution of indus- 1

trial investments in the sub-region, and concluded by advocating a flexibility

of approach to economic co-operation,

9. In the statement given on behalf of the Executive Secretary,

Mr. P. Eajaobelina, Deputy Executive Secretaryr remarked that the' purpose of the

Meeting was to continue the search for faster development through joint

efforts. The Report of the Eastern African Team, which constituted the basis

of discussion at the Meeting* demonstrated the benefits of economic co-opera

tion in a convincing manner, and it was now for the government representatives

to evaluate the large number of options and recommendations for multinational

co-operation and then work out practical programmes of action for the countries

of the sub-region. Thereafter, initiatives regarding implementation of the
programmes would properly belong to the Governments themselves, although

the customary assietance from ECA and the United Nations agencies might still

be sought in implementing the agreed programmes.

10. The Meeting then started its business by electing-the following officers:

Mr* A.N. Herzi (Somalia), Chairman
Dr. I»K. Sffutuku (Kenya), Vice-Chairman

Mr. J.W.B. Waddimba (Uganda), Rapporteur

11. The agenda (Annex II) was adopted.
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III. INDUSTRY

14- The discussion on co-operation in industry was based on the analysis

and recommendations contained in Part IV of the Report of the Eastern
African Team,, In the deliberations, the following general points, regarding
the importance.and strategy of sub-regional co-operation in industrial develop
ment in-the sub-region, were highlighted:

(a) Although agriculture and rural development were rightly:emphasized
.; by .many\Governments in the sub-region, industrial development had

a critical role in the acceleration of overall development ,on a
sustained basise

(b) In the past decade, industrial development in the sub-region had
proceeded on the basis,, almost exclusivelyj ;of. individual unco

ordinated national efforts. In many cases, the exclusive reliance

on Ismail national markets, had led toi the. establishment of industrial

plants which were too small for efficient operation- In other

cases, the conflicting assumptions regarding the possibilities of

exporting to markets in neighbouring countries had resulted in the
■. development of industries on a scale much larger than could be

utilized fully* The absence of adequate co-operation had therefore
generally led to an industrial structure, in the sub-region,

characterized by high unit costs,- and had frustrated'more rapid

industrial and overall economic development* ,This, situation could
be ameliorated through increased co-operation among the countries

of the sub-region in the re-alignment, of -existing industries as well
as the development of relatively large-scale industries for,the

sub-regional market as a whole. Detailed'studies on possibilities
of product-line specialization, compelmentary' development^ and the

feasibility of establishing industries were needed.

(c) These studies should not be carried out in a vacuum but should result
: from decisions by the Governments of the sub-region* The intern-

national agencies could play an important facilitating role through
technical and financial assistance,, :

(d) An important factor which had hindered co-operation in industrial
development in the past had been the absence of appropriate machinery
for identifying such projects and for effecting the necessary

co-operation in all other aspects,of industrial development0

Successful co-operation in the future would therefore vitally depend
on the creation of adequate institutional machinery for its

■■• '-"■ implementation*' '"- .
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(e) The East and Central Afp^i p.an H^ariK of State had, already taken

important steps to enhance co-operation among their countries in

-j the field of industrial development. The Heads of State had,

( among other things* set up a Sectoral Committee oauIndustry and

I Energy which had decided to carry out a number of studies relating

' to multinational co-operation in industrial development.. .

(f)_ The.East African Community and its various institutions, parti-
■ ■■■ cularly the East African Development Bank, could play a'central

role in the promotion and implementation of sub-regional'co-operation

in industrial development, as in other areas of economic development.

In this connexion, the following developments1 which had occurred

since the preparation of the Report, or were proposed within the

East African Community, were of particular relevance:

(i) The activation of the Economic Consultative and Planning

Council, a large part of whose business was to promote co-

/ ordinated industrial development among the member Statesj

(ii) The commissioning by the Council of a series of studies on multi

national industries* . ...: . .

(g) Additional co-operative action was highly desirable in the following

■ areas: • ' ■ hl

(i) Industrial planning and financing;

(ii) . The conduct of industry-by-industry negotiations; '

(iii) Industrial advisory services;

(iv) Industrial training; and ■

(v) Standardisation»

(l) Industrial Planning and Financing

15* In general, national planning activities needed to, be given a greater

sub-regional orientation., It was important that the national plans of
the1 countries of the sub-region take more specific account of the possi

bilities of increased sub-regional co-operation and that mutual con

sultations on general matters affecting industrial development should

be instituted on a continuing basis. ■ :

16. The Meeting therefore recommended that-; ■- '' ■

(i) National, development plans of the countries of the sub-region ~

should all contain a special section on multinational economic

co-operation* This section would contain an explicit, statement

of the assumptions made regarding sub-regional economic

co-operation in the various sector programmes, and of the

action planned to achieve that co-operation.. The sections

would therefore permit an assessment of the mutual consistency
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among national'plans, in respect of those projects and pro

grammes which require a multinational co-operative efforts

The.special section on sub-regional co-operation contained -l

in the national plans would serve as ^particularly useful

reference in the identification of ..projects and other issues

for negotiation* ■ /.-.. ; r' ■ ■' ..';'

(ii) There Ehpuld "be periodic meetings of senior officials engaged
in industrial planning, in industrial administration, and in

the management of operational industrial activities, of the

Governments of the countries of ,the sub-region* These meetings

would be generally for the exchange of views and experiences

in the field of industrial development. More specifically,

I they would constitute the main continuing foK&m_£&r the identifi

cation..of industrial projects and other^niatters requiring— ■

multinational co-operation, and they would set in motion the

machinery for negotiation or consultation on specific issues

Vas required»

17. An important instrument in the promotion of multinational co-operation

in industrial development was joint financing, by two or more Governments

in the sub-region, of identified multinational projects, especially those

requiring large financial expenditures forx their implementation and whose

location was, for technical and other reasons, confined to one or only a

few countries in the sub-region.

18. ' Development banks could play a very significant role in financing

multinational industrial projects within the sub-region, provided these /

were identified in a sufficiently large volume* The Charters of the

African Developmei*!; Bank and the East African Development Bank did, in

fact, require these institutions to accord special attention to the

f-^X-ancing of "bankable" multinational projects, and in general, to promote

complementary industrial development within the countries they served-

19« A large part of the financing of multinational projects was likely to

r-ume from sources outside the sub-region. To the extent that such

financing was deemed desirable by the Governments concerned, there would,

be benefit in arranging a concerted approach to prospective external

investors on such matters as the location of plants, the training of

local personnel, and the special concessions to be'granted to investors*

20. The Meeting recommended that, development banks currently serving

the'-sub-region should intensify their, efforts to promote the development

of'Industrie's■ of a multinational character. In their operations, the banks
should give a degree of favoured treatment to the less developed countries

in the sub-region. In order to permit more effective participation by '.'

development banks in the financing of;multinational industrial projects,

the scope and resources1- of existing-banks should be enlarged or new banks

should be set up in those countries which were inadequately served by
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existing "banks. Countries which had expressed an interest in joining

the East African 'Community should consider the possibility of .participatin

in the East" African Development Bank as .one;of the first steps towards

fuller association with (or membership in) the Community

21* The Meeting further recommended that, on the basis of. preparatory-

work to be done under the^auspi.ces of meetings, o.f officials. a ffggting

of ministers of the Governments of the sub-region shouldTbe held, for
the following purposes?

(i) To agree on the criteria, principles and methods of joint
- ■financing of industrial projects of a multinational character,

■ * and to identify possible sources for such financing!
.■■■■■• ■ ■ '- '

■ - ■ (ii; To agree on the principles and basis for.the harmonization
of investment codes and incentives to external.investors*

The harmonization should hot, however, exclude deliberate

disparities (as part of a package deal) in favour of the

less- developed countries of the sub-region;

. (iii) . To consider the possibilities for the enlargement ox the
■ ■ ... . , membership and operations of the East African Development Bank,

..,., ors ■alternatively, the establishment of a new- sub-regional

.: .: development bank or financing institutions| : ■ .■:•■■■■-

(iv) To approve the detailed arrangements for the establishment and,
where relevant, financing of the negotiating working parties

(see para. 23), sub-regional industrial .advisory services ;
. ■ ..(see para.. 29), a,nd a Sub-regional, Standardization Bureau .

,. (see para8 40)5. . . "

= .-:■■:... ■ ■ '■ ; ■ ■

(y) Ho;consider and exchange views on any other matters of common
'-. . .interest in-the field of industrial development* ' '

(2) Indugjr^b^jidustry negotiations

'.2» Tangible co-operation oould best be achieved through negotiations on

the .technical and policy issues .relating to specific areas of. interest

to the countries concerned* ' A fundamental requirement for the success of

such negotiations was that all participants be assured of a fair--share

in the benefits resulting therefrom*. ■ ■ \ ■ '. ■ "

23* The Meeting .therefore recommended that the main business of\the first

meeting of officials (see para« 16 above) to take place during the, first
half of 1972, should be to define the interest, of the various Governments

in. particular industries,? and to work out the detailed composition ■

(including, where appropriate( industrialists and trade specialists) and ~"'
agenda for technical negotiating working parties to be s@"t up on particular

industries or groups of industries* Negotiating working parties should

be set up to cover; . ■

(i) Existing industries experiencing a serious degree of excess
capacity. e»gOj textile industries;
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(ii) Large-scale industries currently under development in the
■' ' '" sub-region, e.g. iron and'steel, tyres and rubber productions,

paper and pulpf and fertilizer industries? ' , f[ .

> (iii) Large-scale industries for future development, such as the
automotive, manufacturing and petro-chemicals industries. :

The negotiating working parties should identify opportunities'for spe

cialization, standardization and complementary possibilities for alloca

ting new major industries5 and scope for expanding trade through pre
ferential arrangements. The negotiating working parties would report,

{^s . through the meetings of senior officials, to the Goyernraen.t.s .canc.erned. .

(3) Industrial Advisory Services

24. There was a.severe shortage, within the sub-region, of indigenous

expertise competent to give practical and objective advice on the complex

economic and technical problems, encountered in multinational negotiations

on industrial projects and in their appraisal and implementation* .'

25« 25» Contractual advisory services offered by foreign experts in respect

of specific industrial studies were very o&sily and often lacked the

necessary degree of acquaintance with.peculiar local conditions* further,

the use of such expertise did not promote the accumulation of the relevant

knowledge within, the sub-region and often entailed a duplication of effort,

26» Efforts oh a national basis had already been made to set up indus
trial advisory services within the sub-region. In view of the heavy

demand of such services on specialized manpower in short supply, there

..would be great benefit in developing them as a co-operative endeavour
: . within the sub-region.

27» There were already examples of co-operative multinational projects

in the field of consultancy ac& advisory services in'Africa and other

regions, whose experience should provide a valuable guide.in determining

the scope and methods of co-operation in this field in the sub-region,

28. Within the sub-region, the Partner States.of the East'African
Community were/inV'the process 6fc setting.up, -with ~bhe -assistance of ■-

UWDP/UNIDQ, an East African consulting centre whose main function-would
be to prepare feasibility studies, especially of multinational industrial

projects, and to arrange their follow-up and execution. Any sub-regional

co-operative effort would have, to take this development into account.

29. The Meating recommended that the countries should make a special

effort to set up efficient industrial advisory and consultancy services

within the sub-region. Furthermore, the possibility of enlarging existing

national or multinational services to cover the entire sub-region should
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"be actively explored, with a view, particularly, to facilitating multi

national negotiations on industrial projects and expanding the fund of

technical knowledge on existing as well as potential industries in the

sub-region. In addition, inter-State consultations should commence-on

the possible organizations.and financing of co-operative industrial advisory

services in the sub-region.

30, . A number of the .specialized agencies of the United Nations (such
as theML0-and UNIDO)-had supported multinational consultancy projects

in many other parts of the world, and they should be requested.to support

a- similar venture in-the Eastern African sub-region * ■ •.'. , ■'■ ■■-■■

(4) Industrial training " ■ -V -»k

3lo There was need for a re-orientation of industrial training activities

in order to promote sub-regional co-operation in the development. of indus

trial projects, quite apart from the financial and other" gains which would

follow from closer co-operation in industrial training.

..,32...'- ..There were, already instances of such co-operation in Africa. "'A.

, 'pertinent.example; of this was the training facilities provided.by Ethiopian
Airlines for personnel of the' East African Airways Corporation. ' The

..member countries of, the African Malagasy and Mauritian Common Organization.

(OCAMM) wears' soon to have, .a^.common institute for the'training of industrial

: extension -workers. The need for and the possibility of setting up a ..

■.'." similar institution for the Eastern African, sub-region needs further
... .investigation,'as'also does, the proposal (made by some of the experts at

the Meeting) to establish a sub-regional centre for industrial management

training. . . .

33. ' A new form of subrregional co-operation which had great potential

benefit'in industrial training and in the development of industrial pro- Q
jects of a multinational character would be the provision,; on.a co-operative ^
basis, of training specifically relating to the establishment and operation

of particular multinational industrial projects. .

34* The Meeting therefore recommended that," in the case of those multina

tional industrial projects which required large numbers of skilled and

managerial personnel, the interested Governments should undertake joint y
programmes for the provision1 of the, required formal and/or on~the-job
training, either within the sub-region or outside•' The negotiating working

parties (recommended in para- 23) should, in each case, identify the scope

and make recommendations for joint training activities.

35* . Tlie Meeting also recommended.that pilot schemes should be organized
between two or more neighbouring countries in the sub-region, for the

exchange of training facilities and experience in specific industries on

a .continuing.basis.. . . . ■■"''. : . ■ "■
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(5) Standardization

36o An important factor in increasing intra-subregional trade ahd.co-
: operation in. industrial development was greater standardization of weights

: and..measures, and-quality ..products. ■ In the broad sense, the standardiza
tion-of industrial products should extend to the adoption of deliberate .
policies which,would,aimit the variety and type of consumer and capital

goods, especially spare parts. Such policies would enhance the process of
■ manufacturing and assembling. Standardization was also important in the
areas of construction industry, agriculture, transport, energy and other
Sectors .of the economies- of the sub-region.

37 • The last decade had witnessed increasing de-standardization of the
markets of the sub-region, partly as a result of the growing diversity

of sources of imports. This had hindered intra-subregional trade and raised
the,,cost of maintenance and inventories.

38. ..Although every, country in the su"b-region maintained uniform, national
weights and measures, there were differences among the national standards
of t;he countries, which hampered multinational economic co-operation. The
current move, in the East African Community, away from the Imperial to .« t.

the Metric system of .weights and measures..was a. significant step-toWards ! *
sub-regional standardization. The East African Community was taking
.steps, to set up, with the assistance of.UNDP/OTIDO/UUESCO, a Standardiza
tion "Centre for the -Community, ■ ■.■:■:■.■: ,.■ ■ >: ■ ' " '■ ■■"'■■ ".

3?» Standardization should not, especially in the initial stages,' imply
the institution, of common standards1-for all countries'ini;the sub-re:gion.

■ It sho:uld be achieved through a re-alignment of individual--Satio'nal
standards in such a way that their ultimate harmonization could-be
achieved- -

■-4Q.v-The Meeting further recommended that a Sub-regional Standards Bureau
should-,be set up by the Governments concerned, possibly with 'the '; ' ■

.assistance .of the UNDP, and preferably in association with or";as:anrv"

..extension.^of the proposed Standardization Centre of the East African"7 \

Community. -The Bureau would, on the basis of studies already carried'
out .by EOA and -others in this field, formulate standard" specifications

for.the various industries and other sectors of the economies; .of'the '
sub-region. It would also devise a mechanism to cope with the policy

issues relating to. the standardization of markets in a bro;ader sense.-"
In addition, the Bureau would assist the Government of the sub-region .
in their efforts to-establish or strengthen their'national standardization
machinery* , ., ■■ . .: - ■•■ ■ ;-;-'"--- "■'■'
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IV, AGRICULTURE ■ ' • ■ '

41*. In the past decade, the Eastern African countries had experienced
periodic but serious shortages of staple foodstuffs such as maize, rice
and_ wheat. Such shortages had often been due to a number of factors,
including inadequate food production, inadecpiate storage and distribution
facilities and unanticipated growth of national demand for food.

42. These problems lent'themselves to a wide scope of co-operation
especially in the areas of production based on ecological conditions,
plant and animal research, disease control, food reserve/storage systems,
information and marketing, .

43. The Meeting discussed the recommendations contained in the Report
of the Eastern African Team and Phase I of the PAO.Study. A large
number of proposals^ for joint effort were in the process of being imple
mented by various organizations such as the East African Community and
the Conference of East and Central African States-

Research, training and implementation organization , , ■

44- The Meeting reiterated the importance of agricultural research as
a means of increasing crop yields, and the necessity for efficient utiliza

tion of scarce research personnel and funds through multinational ration
alization such as elimination of competing research activities, joint '
research, retrieval and exchange of information.. In .this regard), the
Meeting urged the strengthening of the Agricultural Research Consultative
Committee recently established by the East and Central African States.

45* In recognizing the important work which had been done by the Desert v j
Locust Control Organization in Sudan, Ethiopia, Somalia, Kenya, Tanzania,
Uganda and the (French) Territory of the Afars and Issas, the Meeting
agreed that since Qeuti&a, ^tncii., like the desert locust, knows no national
boundary in its destruction, the research and operational activities of
the Desert Locust Control Organization and International Red Locust
Control Services should be formally broadened in scope to include the
development of practical measures to control the Quelea finch-mad that
special financial and technical assistance for the purpose should be
enlisted from sub-regional and international, sources-

46.- 'The Meeting also considered proposals for co-operative' action in
connexion with certain crops which have commercial potential, for the
future, such as oil seeds, vegetables and fruits. It was felt that
it would be beneficial for the countries of the sub-region to exchange
research information and share training facilities pertaining to these '
crops. The Meeting noted that there were considerable possibilities for ' -
co-operation in the promotion of domestic consumption of the main
exportable crops of the countries of the sub-region.
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47. An examination of the patterns of farming organisations showed a

wide variety. In order to "bring out their comparative effectiveness

and objectively assess their achievements and special problems, the

Meeting recommended that a comprehensive and comparative study of all

the existing farming systems should be undertaken.

(2) Grains

48, The need for creation of sub-regional grain reserves had been recog

nized and at the request of 0AU? the FAOhas made preliminary assessment

of the problem. Threee,countries in the sub-region had already sent in

requests for the establishment of grain reserves* The study revealed

two problems: provision of funds for financing the cost of creating the

grain reserve and the foreign exchange problem which could arise in intra-

trade in grains.

43. The Meeting reaffirmed the recomendation that detailed investigations

be continued by the interested Governments with the assistance of FAO

and other United Nations agencies, regarding the size, location, storage,

.facilities, transport costs, financing of exports from such reserves

and assessment of their immediate and long-term economic effects.

50, Because of the large component of cereals in the diet of the popula

tion of the sub-region and the recurrent shortages of these foodstuffs,

it was important that the problems of production and marketing of staple

cereals be studied on a continuing basis. The Meeting thus recommended

that a technical committee on cereals should be set up by the Governments

of the sub-region with the assistance of EGA and OAU. This group would

assess "the production potential advances in technology and husbandry,

and the scope for sub-regional co-operative action in these crops with

emphasis on wheat and wheat substitutes.

(3) Forestry

51. The Meeting noted the need for co-operation in.the development of

forestry and forestry products. Forecasts indicated that the sub-region

was likely to be a net exporter of soft wood produces by I985. It was
further observed that a large number of the countries' of the sub-region

were planning to establish or expand pulp and paper industries with the

intention of exporting products to the neighbouring countries who were

also planning to go into production. The limitation in the size of the

national markets was an important constraint on the development of the

paper industry. The Meeting felt that duplication, and the resulting

higti cost, should be avoided if the sub-region was to develop an'efficient

industry*
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52. The Meeting noted the decision, of the Conference of East and Central

African.States to establish an Advisory Committee.of forestry development

and urged,an intensification in the implementation of its work programme.

(4) Fisheries

53« In considering the range of feasible joint activities in fisheries^

the Meeting emphasized the importance of the high potential and value of

. ■ ., fresh water and coastal fishing'in the sub-region. The essential steps

in the utilization of this resource were stock assessment, conservation,

.,.:. experimentation, product development and commercial exploitation.. The

■Meeting noted the .work programme of the. Conference.of East and Central

.. ;.: .African States in this area and also the multinational-work beingdone

■ : -an fisheries by the East African Fresh Water Fisheries. Organization,

the Indian Ocean Coastal Fisheries Study Commission .and-the. Lake- Victoria

Fisheries Research* The need in this area was mor,e effective co-ordination
. of activities among the' existing bodies., In order to intensify :.the

commercial exploitation of tne:: fisheries' and. to''enable the .countries

. . of the sub-region effectively to meet competition from-the developed

countries-'which fished off the African Coast., the Meeting recommended

that the Eastern African countries pool their■resources, and consider

possible areas of co-operation including the formation of joint fishing
: fleets. : -

(5) Livestock, and wild life development

54. Noting the large livestock potential existing, in ..Eastern Africa, the

Meeting, concluded that there was considerable scope for co-operation in the

livestock industry, particularly ..in such fields as disease control, pasture

■ i^. water development3 marketing, and trade* . Programmes like the joint

campaign against Rinderpest being undertaken in Somalia, Sudan, Uganda,

Tanzania and Kenya were indicative of the recognition of the importance of

, oo-operation in this area* The Meeting took note of the fact that FAO,

ECA, OAU. were making marketing and production studies both in Eastern

and Southern Africa which should point the way to joint efforts in livestock

. development in the sub-region.- The Meeting was also informed that the

. Conference of East and Central African States had established a livestock

'. . -.committee early in 1970- It was•=no-ted that the terms, of reference did not

include the consideration of certain important matters such as livestock

statistics and marketing*. The Meeting recommended' that the terms of

reference of the livestock committee should be expanded to include these
issues- , .

.55- I*1 regard to game ranching and wild life management,. tlie major areas

for co-operation were cropping, disease control, conservation, efficient

production of the game meat and trophies, and training - mainly through

the exchange of experiences»
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56* The proposal on co-operation in the development of animal feed indus
try was based on the consideration that a successful livestock industry-

depended to a considerable extent on the availability of adequate supplies

of foodstuffs. The importance of co-ordinated development of a. foodstuff

industry was emphasized-by recent studies by the East African Development

Bank. In recognition of the importance of livestock in the economic

development of the sub-region, the Meeting recommended that a feasibility

study should be undertaken by the interested Governments, with possible

assistance from FAO and UNIDO, to consider the pooled use of feedstuff

plants in the sub-region*
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■ ": : ■ / ... .. ,. y. EJ3SRGY ' " ., ., .... . ,. ,.;

■ 57* The Meeting noted ''that the -sub-region was endowed with" large

resources ,of ■ energy*' The:, abundance '-of'liyrLxo-energy"%&&' been'long'

recogniasd* More recentlyt ■ a ■■considerable amdunt of geothermal energy

-hacl :also been indicated „• There was also ..a possibility of finding

-oil and1 natural "-^aSo ■ ■ . " ■ ■ ' ' ■ ■ '■'■' "■_'■■• . '■' . ■
■"-■.;-■ . i . '

58. The Meeting noted that there was a general tendency in developing

countries for energy prices to be relatively high* This was due to a

variety of reasons such ass the need for stand-by energy reserves under

conditions of low oonsamt-tion; isolated power stations serving low-density

populations; self-sufficient policies; and the function of energy as an

infrastructure to create external economies for industrial development which

often meant that investment in energy had to take place long before actual

use and under conditions of uncertainty* It was agreed that the objectives

of effective energy policy was to meet growing energy requirements at low

tariffs^ in order to maintain relatively low production costs in the

economy*

59* Available energy projections suggested that energy production in the

sub-region would increase faster then consumption* In the light of these

facts, the Meeting considered the critical areas of planning for multi

national energy development on the basis of appropriate contiguous sub

groups of the.African countries, measures which could be talcen to facilitate

co-operation in the future,, and .joint utilisation of personnel and financial

resources in the exploitation and exploitation of specific energy resources

and harmonization of industrial development based on energy raw materials*1

60, The Meeting noted that soms important projects for co-operation in this

field had already been included in the work programme of the Industry and

Energy Committee of the Conference of East and Central African States*

6l» Standardisation of transmission voltages was considered as the first

step in multinational co-operation for the development and utilisation of

energy since it offered the possibility of inter-connexion among national

power "systems- It was. however, noted that there had 'been instances of

de-standardization in this regard in *,he sub-region* The Meeting requested

EGA to draw the attention of the countries in the sub-region to the

harmful effects of this trend,,

(l) Exploration for oil and natural

62. It was felt that there were prospects for locating off-shore oil and

natural gas deposits.. The Meeting therefore reogjnnignded that the Energy

Committee of; the Conference of East and Central African States should

Seek *3e.i£rv^:*^5'i £potd. UNDF ia conducting an off-shore seismic survey of the

coastline of Kastern Africa as a first rtc?; in a co-ordinated search

for oil and natural sas,,
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(2) Utilization,of low-grade fuels

63. The Meeting recognized that' the present use of large quantities-.
of-charcoal: for fuel had an adverse effect on forest development,-.and
noted that it might be possible to convert peat and oil shals into: ■■■

smokeless fuels. Jt was recommended that the Energy Committee of.the
Conference of East and Central African States should seek the assistance

of the^UNSP in the study of .the technical and economic aspects of.manu
facturing smokeless" "fuels--from some 'oft he"1 siilj-regibn's" low-grade 'fuels
as substitutes,

(3) Exploration and exploitation .of geothermal energy ■ • ., ;

.. 64• The attention of the Meeting was drawn to geothermal energy as a
new source of electricity* Preliminary information indicated that the

East African Rift Valley was rich in geothermal energy* This source of

energy was relatively cheap, could be used in small units and had. a. high

base-load at no additional, unit cost. It offered, scope for "multinational
co-operation in its exploration and exploitation. The main gains .from

multinational co-operation would come from potential economies in the joint
use of scientific manpower and equipment. Besides being a cixsap source

of electricity, the exploitation of geothermal energy yielded certain.,
by-products such as caesiums magnesium and iridiums wHich could'W

developed for commercial use. .The Meeting, recommended that ...the industry
. and^Energy Sectoral Committee of the Conference.of East and Central
African States should investigate the possibilities for multinational
co-operation in the field of geothermal energy with particular reference
to multi-purpose -applications- . " . '

(4) Co-operation among nei£hboja^^

'■ 65. The Meeting noted that the Industry and Energy Committee of the
Conference of East and Central African States had endorsed the recom- ■
mendations made in Part V of the Report of the Eastern African Team,
namely;

(a) Co-operation between Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda; ...

(b) Co-operatdon between-Burundi, Republic of Zaire arid Rwanda;

(c) Co-operation between Republic of Zaire and Zambia;

(d) Co-operation between Ethiopiar Kenya and Somalia?

(e) Co-operation between Malawi and adjacent States;

. (f) Co-operation between Central African Republic and neighbouring
■ countries;

(g) Exploitation of primary energy resources in the area around
Lake Kivu. ... . .,.. ..

66. The Meeting urged the early adoption of measures for negotiation
and implementation of the indicated projects»
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VI. TRANSPORT AUD COMMUNICATIONS

67. The development of transport and communications was a necessary

condition for the economic development of the Eastern African sub-region.

Sub-regional,co-operation in this field was expected to yield concrete

results from joint efforts in the near future since there was corn^- ■

paratively,little conflict in the objectives and interests of Governments*

(1) Machinery for co-operation in transport and communications

68. One of the aspects of transport and communications development was

the establishment of effective institutional machinery whose task would

be to initiate studies and recommend a concrete programme ,of. action ,for'the

countries. The Meeting welcomed the setting up of a Sectoral Committee

on,Transport and Communications and its subsidiary bodies by the Conference

of East and Central African States. The. problems of'financing and

staffing the secretariat of the Sectoral Committee were noted, and the

Meeting recommended that the East and Central African States should,

possibly with the assistance of EGA, approach competent agencies such

as the UNDP for the required assistance*

(2) Manpower and: training. :. ■ ■■'■ ■ ■ .■ ' ■ ':

69 • The lack of training-facilities for staff required for'transport

development, and management presents a serious bottleneck to the provision

of adequate infrastructure for economic development.- The Meeting there

fore recommended that the countries of the sub^region should give

priority to co-operation in management training as well as in the develop- ■

ment of facilities for on—the-job training.,

(3) Air transport agreements -, / ■ "■...;.... '..'.. . ■-.-. ,.'...

70. The Meeting noted that a draft multilateral air services agreement

had been prepared for adoption by the Governments of th« sub-region.

The draft agreement also took care of some.aspects of the development

of air freight services. The Meeting noted that there was the need ■

to conduct further market research and analysis to determine what

commodities would be most affected. The Meeting recommended that this

be given adequate consideration by the appropriate sub-committee of the

Sectoral Committee on Transport and Communications*

(4) Missing international surface transport links

71- The absence of certain vital.links between the various transport

systems in the sub-region constituted a serious constraint on the expan

sion of trade among the countries of the sub-region and on the economic

development of the area generally. The Meeting took note of projects

currently undergoing development in the sub-region, such as the Zambia-
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Tanzania railway link, the Zambia-Botswana road link, the Kenya-Ethiopia

highway and the Trans-African Highway. The Meeting also noted that some
preliminary investigations in the road link between Ethiopia and Sudan

had:already been made- It recommended that ECA should assist the coun-
tries in assessing the feasibility in designing the project for
implementation, with possible.UNDP assistance.

(5) Railway technical standardisation .: v . ■

72. Many of the problems of co-operation in railway development arose

t?om differences in the railway systems of the sub-region, especially
in regard to gauge of the tracks and types of wagon couplings which

prevented the development of rail links among the countries. The Meeting

noted that the draft constitution of■the; proposed Union of African

Railways had been prepared and that a meeting would be called in 1972

to adopt the constitution and to establish the Union. The Meeting

recommended that the, countries of the sub-region should give adequate

consideration to the standardization of railway technical specifications
in connexion with' the work of the Union.

(6) "Maritime transport . ' ,

73- Intra-subregional trade, especially with the ■ off-shore countries
such as Madagascar and Mauritius, would be greatly enhanced with the

improvement in maritime transportation. The Meeting recommended:

(a) That the coimtricB of the sub region uhich own national shipping
lines such as Ethiopia Kenya Tanzania Uganda and Zambia - ■

' . Somalia. Sudan, etc., should pool their "resources' and study
the viability of establishing a multinational shipping service;

(b) That besides the port of Mtwara, an examination of the potential
of other ports for development with special reference to

container-ship terminal facilities should be carried out.

(7) Inland water transport

74- A sub-committee of the Sectoral Committee on Transport and Communica
tions of the Conference of East and Central African States had been

established for inland water transport and some work on Lake Tanganyika .

was already underway on preliminary surveys for co-operation in trans-

1 port by the countries concerned. Some transport routes were already

operational between countries surrounding the lake. The Meeting

recommended that Lake Malawi should be included in the work of the sub-com
mittee.
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(9)

75* The Meeting noted that the Conference of East and Central African
States supported the recommendations to establish a Pan-African Tele™
communications. Network,, and that pre-investment surveys had almost been
completed by the International Telecommunications Union (iTTj) on' the
eastern sub-regional section of the proposed network, and that a meeting had
been planned for 1972 to consider the mobilization of resources to Jm-
plezient the project. .The Meeting recojnmencled that the countries- of the
sub-region should give full support to such activities.

76- .In considering the machinery for co-ordination in transport and
communications, special consideration should be given to the need to

improve and co-ordinate facilitation arrangements in order to derive

the fullest possible benefits from transport improvements/. -Facilitation
involved such subjects as Customs transit procedures, health and sanitary
regulations? immigration.procedures, trade documentation, 'road transport
licencing, vehicle insurance and traffic regulations. While aspects
of facilitation could be dealt with in connexion with the operrH.y of
new transport links, there was need to take an overall- view-if -+;te%
of ^ trade zmd. tourism in particular was to move sraoothly between conn
tries ,of the sub-regiona ■ ■ .- • ■■ . : ■ . - ■ >'■ ■ ■ ■ - •
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VII. HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMM1 AND UTILIZATION

T7> The .discussion on co-operation in human resources development
and\utilization was based on the recommendation and analysis contained
in-Part VIII of the Report of the Eastern African-Team, The quality
and scope of any society's development depended upon the extent to which
that society could produce a sufficient number of citizens with the
relevant .education and training geared to the needs of social and'
economic development«

(l) Employment ■ . ..:■■<■.
- ' " . '" ' ' *

78. The Meeting recognized that unemployment constituted a serious
constraint on development and that some of the factors causing i-i;, such

as labour migration between countries and differences in wage leve.ls,
•;." were, amenable to multinational action. '.The'Meeting noted that the

CDFPP was studying the unemployment problem in developing countries in
connexion with.the review and appraisal of progress of the Second United
Nations Development Decade, and it was expected that this study would
yield guidelines for appropriate national and multinational action.

79 • Possible measures for alleviating some aspects ofthe unemployment
problem.on a co-operative basis should, however be taken by the Eastern
African countries themselves although international agencies should
continue to provide assistance for such efforts* In this regard the
Meeting noted extensive work being done by the-ILO (particularly under
its World Employment Programme)f UNESCO, ECA and other United Nations
agencies. •_■■■.-. - ...

80. It was generally agreed that in adopting new technologies in all
sectors of the ..economies of the sub-region/ a thorough assessment
of their effect on employment should be made. Particular care should
b& taken at all times to prevent the aggravation of the unemployment

, situation* . ■ .

81. While noting the. efforts of UNDP, the ILO and other United Nations
agencies.in promoting improvements in the productivity of the labour

-. force in various member States, the Meeting fully supported the decision
of the Conference of:East and Central African States which called on
each country to make a comprehensive study of the factors affecting
labour productivity and consider measures and programmes for the
continual improvement of the level of productivity in all sectors.

82. The Meeting suggested, that the working group set up by the Con
ference of East and Central African States might also study the sub-
regional aspects of 'the problem of unemployment and, in particular, ex
plore specific ways of securing sub-regional co-operation and concerted
actxon aimed at promoting employment opportunities, including co-operation
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in the deployment, of :certairu.categaries of ^tha .labour force. - Tbenetudy should

include considerations of problems of labour migration, wage differentials

"between countries, the .effect of certain types of technology on the size

of wage etiiploymerit mainly in agriculture and industry, and other factors

'■■ accentuating the unemployment situation, as well as the need to co-ordinate

and harmonize policies and programmes designed to alleviate these.prob-

■ lems.. , . ■ . ■■

(2) Manpower development ; : , : ■

'■■■■ '■■■"'-'-'■'■■ "
83» The Meeting noted that the Conference of East and Central African

States had adopted an extensive programme for implementation, by its: Sec

toral Committee on Human Resources* This programme, covered most of

■the' recommendations of the Report, of the Eastern- African; .Team,, including

the establishment of specialized multinational training/and research

, -' institutions and Centres of Excellence as well as the promotion of

language training. .,.....■ • : ..

84. -The exchange of technical personnel proposed by the Report of the

Eastern African Team had already largely been implemented. For instance, .-

ECA in collaboration with OAU, had prepared an inventory of post-

secondary and training facilities as well as availabilities of.technical

personnel with the aim of providing a basis for mutual exchange of student

trainees and technical personnel. A.draft proposal for an exchange

scheme had been adopted by the OAU\Ministerial Council. , TheLMeeting

recommended that the countries in the sub-region should adopt the proposed

exchange system.

■

85* There was also scope for co-operation in the development of academic

syllabuses,school textbooks, teacher-training institutions, the localiza

tion of qualifications at the secondary and higher levels of education

and training. The Meeting therefore recommended that the Governments

of the sub-region should co-ordinate their efforts in all these respects„

In particular the possibility of extending the services of the East

African Examinations Council to other countries in the sub-region should

be explored.! In view of the seriousness of the unemployment problem in

the sub-regjion, the representatives of the employers of. persons of all levels

of education-should be invited to participate in these activities,.
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VIII. TRADE

86. The discussion of co-operation in trade was based on Part IX of the
Report of the Eastern African Team, and the following observations were

made s ' ,

(a) A great deal of economic co-operation efforts in the sub-region
was based on trade expansion- Trade liberalization constituted

an important element in intra-subregional trade but, by itself,
the freeing of -trade could not sustain a contirming. expansion

' of trade unless accompanied by increased agricultural and indus
trial production. Significant expansion of intra-subregional

trade could !of course be greatly helped by bold action in trade
liberalization in the sub-region in an across-the-board fashion.

As a starting point, however, the increase of sub-regional
trade could be facilitated through selective negotiations. The
enlargement of specialization and" production in both industry

and agriculture should be a major policy objective of trade

expansion activities;

(b) Differences in the levels1 of economic development of the countries
necessitated the adoption of special measures for some countries
-in order to ensure an acceptable distribution of benefits. Such

measures might include special trade devices and concessions,
trassport cost equalization arrangements for the-benefit of the

land-locked countries, as well as giving priority to the less
developed countries of the sub^-region with regard to allocation

of projects and development fundss

" (c) Trade promotion was an essential aspect of the policy for the
expansion of both intra-subregional and external trade. The

Meeting noted the trade promotion activities and advisory
services of the Africa Trade Centre/ as well as the courses

it offered to African countries in general trade promotion and
specialized training facilities relating to commercial policy;

(d) An important aspect of trade expansion was the creation of
machinery to facilitate intra-subregional payments. The Meeting
urged that special consideration should be given to the harmoniza
tion of monetary and currency regulations in order-to facilitate
the expansion of trade (including border trade) among the cctuj*

tries of the sub-region;

(e) In recognition of the importance of export credit insurance

. and transit facilities, the expansion of intra-subregional
trade, ECA had prepared studies on these subjects, Further

studies were also in progress on the identification of agricul
ture and industrial products for trade concessions among the

countries of East and Central Africa.
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(1) Trade liberalization

87. Consideration of this item was "based on the recognition of the

need to intensify trade liberalization activities especially those aimed

at the development and expansion of intra-subregional trade. The

Meeting recommended:

, (a) That the.commodity-by-commodity trade negotiations could include

such measures as complementarity agreements, stand-still

arrangements and preferential measures in respect of specific

product groups or sectors;

: (b) At the same time steps should be- tateuto ^institute appropriate

across-the-board trade liberalization measures such as most-

favoured-nation treatment;

(c) That the countries of the sub-region should negotiate bilateral

trade and payments agreements among themselves in addition to

the above measures for trade promotion.. Such agreements should

not be inward-looking and should provide an impetus for wider

trade negotiations,,-.

(2) Tra.de /promotion . .

88. The collection and dissemination of information on trade policies,

restrictions and concessions offered by the countries of the sub-region

was another important aspect of promotion of commercial exchanges» The

Meeting took note of the work already ^eing carried out by the Africa

Trade Centre in this respect.. It was also recognized that African

trade fairs, were an important element in the dissemination of trade

■ information. Increased participation of African countries in inter-

national fairs was an important aspect of trade promotion- The possibility

of joint participation should be explored*. .-.,.•

89. The Meeting welocrc^A the activities of the EGA. in trade promotion,
. including the studies and advisory services. . '" -

90. The

(a) The countries of -ijfce "gab~&&gLon- should participate more actively
(and where feasible jointly) in international trade fairs

1 " and should establish jieSessary contacts with the Union of
International'

(b) The countries of -the sub-region should,:take full advantage of

the services offered by the AfricsrTrade Centre-
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(3) Border trade

; : 91* .;.The:Meeting noted the special importance of border trade (bothV

. recorded and unrecorded) and the need to ■examine the issues involved,
/s"uch-\as foreign exchange regulations, transport ..costs,, .marketing -board
policies and regulations,; and ethnic considerations,, It recommended

. ■■ ."^at Governments should seek to normalise border trade by. entering Irrto
negotiations, and where appropriate, special conventions with neighbouring
countries,

(4) , Joint promotion of, tourism

92. The Meeting took note of the establishment, of the "Committee on Trade

and Tourism by the Conference of East and Central African States to deal
with the, following:. . ■ . . ■ ■...-.-

: (a) A;joint organization for the promotion of tourist trade should
. ;< . .be established by the. interested countries to:

(i) Formulate plans for joint advertising and publicizing of
, the tourist attractions in member-countries; ■

""■ ' ■ (ii) Work out reductions of air fares and the establishment' of
:' '■ \ ■■■ excursion fares, group fares and season fares;

. ; : (iii). Arrange inclusive tour rates with airlines and hotel ownersj

(iv) Arrange joint training-of personnel in tourism; :

(b) Frontier formalities should be simplified and cumbersome
■ procedures eliminated in order to .facilitate.the movement;.of

tourists and incoming visitors in the sub-region* This could

best be achieved by the co-ordinated action of all the ministries

■ concerned within the individual countries, .but the exchange of

ideas and experiences among the top executives of the countries

in the sub-region and reciprocal extension of conveniences.
'-' :: ■; could'speed up action* ' ... ■ '

93* The Meeting urged the implementation of the above "decision on ,the
work of the Sectoral Committee and recommended that the1 countries of the

sub-region should be encouraged to increase the exchange of personnel
and other information between thos^-who. already had training institutions
■in. hotel management and tourism promotion and those countries which, did
not have these facilities*
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IX. GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL AMD FINANCIAL AHRANGEKEHTS

94- It was recognized that co-operation in the sub-region must form an

essential part of the development strategy. Because of the diversity

in the economic and social structures'of the countries'in the sub-region

and the intrinsic difficulties of multinational co-operation, a flexible
approach was needed* Sub-regional co-operation in the initial stages

need not go 'as far as full integration^ and the country and sector coverage

could be varied according to the circumstances of each case*

95- At the beginning©? the!97O's, this approach was especially relevant
^in view of the increasing role that the East African Community might be
able to play in a larger framework and the work of the sect-oral committees

of the Conference of East and Central African States, currently covering
nine countries of Eastern Africa, '

96O In view of the progress already made and problems encountered in
current efforts for sub-regional co-operation, the Meeting stressed the

need for institutional and financial arrangements which would provide a

new. thrust to this most important endeavour and would cut across many

specific areas, providing a breakthrough in the next phase of co-operation.

The Meeting recommended the following!

97» Negotiations for entry, into or association with the East African

Community should be accelerated» One of the reasons for the slow progress

was the absence of adequate machinery which could be instrumental in

, adopting joint decisions and in securing a reconciliation of the interests

and positions of Governments, wherever these were in conflict. . -

(l) Special Advisory Team . ■ .

98» ,'The work already embarked upon by the sectoral committees of the
■ Conference .of East and Central African States had shown up the inadequacy

of resources of Governments as .well as of ECA, The available resources

must be-considerably augmented if effective co-operation was to be achieved.

Further work would be needed to deal with crucial aspects not yet covered

in the existing work programmes and to allow for possible participation

in the substantive work by those Eastern African countries which were

, currently not members of the committees, ■■■ ■' . '

99* . The. Meeting therefore, recommended that a-.Special Advisory Team of a

multi-disciplinary nature should be set up to assist Governments of Eastern

Africa in the furtherance of development through multinational co-operation.

In particular, the Team woulds

i (a) Assist the sectoral committees of the Conference of East and
\ Central African States in drawing up and implementation of pro-

\ grammes and projects for economic co-operation;

(b) Offer technical advise on ad hoc basis on any subject-matter
affecting economic co-operation*
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100. On^the understanding that the Department of Economic and Social

Affairs of the United Nations (ESA) was proposing to offer a multi-

disciplinary Development Advisory Team to certain countries in the

sub-region (including the Partner States of the East African Community),

the Meeting recommended that the Team's terms of reference should enable

it to undertake all the functions prescribed above* To this effect,

the Meeting further recommended that ECA take the initiative in exploring

this possibility-

(2) Co-ordiisation between 'regional groupings

101. The Meeting noted that nine of the countries of the Eastern African

sub-region were already members of the Conference of East and Central

African States, A precedent had already been established with regard

to participation of non-members in the activities of the various sectoral

committees of the Conference,0 for example, Nigeria had been invited to

associate with Sudan in the development of the Sudan-Nigeria railway

link. Moreover, the Summit Conference of East and Central African States

held in Mogadiscio in October 1971* adopted a.resolution designed to enable

any OAU member States, on application, to be accorded observer status with

, these States.

102. The Meeting recommended that in the interest of economic co-operation,

those countries in the Eastern African sub-region, which were not members

of the Conference of East and Central African States, should take

immediate steps to participate in the sectoral committees of the Conference,

of interest to themselves, and that the Conference should permit such

participation- Such technical assistance as might be required to facili

tate this process might be provided by the Special Advisory.Team. .

(3) A Fund for Eastern African Co-operation

103» The implementation of the programmes of action recommended by the

Meeting would generate a series of multinational projects, which would
require resources mostly of technical assistance nature» In the course

of the next three years, it was expected that .an average annual expendi-

ture of some $5 million will be required. While a portion (from one-

half to two-thirds) of such expenditure might be absorbed by various

international agencies in their programmes of work, the establishment

of a special, fund for this purpose to serve as a nucleus in this ■

effort would greatly facilitate the implementation of the programmes

on a continuing basis. The Meeting therefore recommended that for

this, purpose a Fund for Eastern African Co-operation be established,

and the Eastern African countries should jointly request the, OTDP and

other external sources for assistance in the establishment of such s

Fund. ECA should assist in the drawing up of the request™

(4) Follow-up work

104« In view of ,the need for urgent consideration and action on the

recommendations of the Meeting by the Governments, the Meeting urged

that its Report should be transmitted to the Governments for the widest

possible dissemination in the respective countries.
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Ato Gabre-Mikael Paulos, Director General, Ministry of Commerce and Industry

Ato Yacob Zanios, Assistant Minister, Ministry of Communications.; -■'' .. . -

Ato Gabriel Tedros, Deputy General Manager of Telecommunications Board

Woiz. Maaza Beheld,.-Head, Social'Services Department ,-• Planning Commission Office

Ato Lakew Berhane, Chief, Merchant Shipping Division, Marine Department

Ato Desta W/Kidan, Ministry of Agriculture ..........

Kenya "''.''"

Dr. Isaiah Kitonga Mutufcu, Senior Assistant Secretary '

Mr. A. Hjoroge N&iho, Senior Planning Officer

Somali Democratic Republic

Mr. Ibrahim Abdillahi Deria, Head of Manpower Service

Mr. Abdurahman N. Berzi.^ Governor. pf...So.ra.ali. National ..Bank. . \.: .-■■,-..■.. ,/■

T.S. Karurauna, Second Secretary, Tanaanian Embassyj' Addis Ababa

Uganda

Mr» Nathan Odoi, Senior Commercial Officer '

Mr- J.W.B. Waddimba, Chief Planning Economist

Zambia

Mr. CM. Itwi, Second Secretary, Zambia Embassy, Addis Ababa

OBSERVERS" . .. •

United Nations. New York . '. .

Mr. J.J.C. Bradbury, Technical Adviser (Electric Power)

Mr, Heng-Kang Sang, Senior Economic Affairs Officer
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United Nations Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies (CDPPP)

Mr.. N.T. Wang, Chief,,. Economic Survey Section

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), Geneva .

Mr. Oliver Staniforth Knowles, Inter-Regional Adviser

Mr. Shariti Camp Mehta, Professor 3 Indian Institute of Foreign Trade :

New Delhi (UHCTAD Fellow) ' . ; '

United Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO) Vienna

Mr. Otakar Csivis, Senior Industrial Development Field Adviser

International Labour Organisation (lLO) ■ '

Mr. Pierre Adossama^ Senior Regional Officer ■ ■. .

Mr. Ian Grant, Regional Adviser, Vocational Training _ ■ . . ■ . ., .

Mr. William Nashedj Regional Adviser? Management . ,.,,.,. ;* ,

Mr. S.B. Nigam, Regional Advisers Manpower

Mr. J. Townsend, Chief of Project in Ethiopia, Vocational Training ■■■■ ' ■■

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAQ)

Dr« L«A. Odero-Ogwel, Economist, Africa Group Economic Analysis Division

Mr. K.R* Meyer, Regional Forest Industries Adviser ■

, Mr. E.A. Okwuosa, Economist (Planning) ECA/FAO Joint Agriculture Division -

World Health Organization (WHO)

Dr. A. Thoma*, Liaison Officer

World Bank (IBRD)

Mr. Torgeir Finsaas, Resident Representative, Addis Ababa

African Development Bank (ADB)

Mr. Nabil S. Mohareb, Senior Economist

East African Community (EAC) —

Mr* Hdewirwan Kitomari, Principal Economist

Dr. Owilla Ouma Olwa, Senior Economist

East African Development Bank (EADB)

Mr. Francis Ojow, Senior Project Officer


